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Disclosure: 
 Ball State University is in Muncie, Indiana located between Indianapolis and Fort Wayne, 
where Sweetwater is located. Graduates of our music production and telecommunication 
programs have taken jobs at Sweetwater and we are considered to be one of their “farm clubs”. 
As a member of the faculty I have developed a relationship with them and teach a class that helps 
prepare for their knowledge exam. 
 
 
 This presentation begins story begins with Sweetwater’s founder and CEO, Chuck 
Surack, and then goes on to look at the success of his business in three ways: WHY they are in 
business, HOW it is run, and WHAT it offer to customers. 
 

 
Chuck Surack 

 
The Sweetwater Story 
 
 Sweetwater bases their business on relentless customer service. The company’s guiding 
principle is to always do the right thing for the customer, which is the core of what they call “The 
Sweetwater Difference”.  

Surack started out as a saxophone player and after playing on the road for a number of 
years and began working a recording engineer in 1979, first out of a VW bus and editing what he 
had recorded on site in his mobile home. By 1981 he had opened a studio in a small building on 
Getz Road in Fort Wayne. started a mobile recording service out of his VW van, which he would 
park outside venues, record shows, and then mix them in his mobile home. In 1981 he moved the 
studio into a small commercial building. A display is set up in Sweetwater’s lobby with all the 
gear that Surack used in the early days, including in his recording business. It is clear that he is a 
gear head, and his Boy Scout uniform that is there provides a connection with the Boy Scout 
Law, which Surack says includes character strengths that will stand a person in good stead in 
both their professional and personal lives: trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, 
obedient, thrifty, clean, and reverent. 



A major turning point came through the purchase of a Kurkweil K250 synthesizer. It was 
the first keyboard to have sampled sounds, and offered realistic strings, brass, and choirs, which 
he offered as a special service to his clients who wanted to sweeten the recordings made in his 
studio. Ray Kurzweil’s first invention was a reading machine for the blind, and the K250 was 
designed with accessibility in mind, in particular for the needs of Stevie Wonder. The controls of 
the keyboard were very tactile, and everything was controllable with buttons rather than layers of 
menus accessed through a tiny LED screen. There was an empty slot inside the instrument and 
Surack figured out expand the sounds of the instrument by filling it with his own ROM blocks 
loaded his own samples. He wanted to trade sounds with people, but no one was making their 
own.  

By 1985 he was an expert and had written a computer program to edit the sounds and had 
become a Kurzweil dealer. He established the Sweetwater Sampling Network to provide sounds 
for the instrument, and then began selling the K250 and his samples to top recording artists 
along with other equipment as his customer base grew. His customers included Stevie Wonder, 
Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, and Bob James. By 1990 he had 5 people working in his house, and 
tour busses were showing up at all hours. He started supplying Mark of the Unicorn Professional 
Composer notation software and then the recording equipment requested by his customers. 

In 1990 they moved into first commercial location. A year later he had 20 employees. In 
2006 they moved to the location they are in of today, where they been growing steadily 17-28% 
every year since 2010. By 2016 they had doubled in size and become the largest online seller of 
musical instruments and pro audio gear. 

 

 
Sweetwater’s facility in Fort Wayne, Indiana.  

The tents that are set up in the back are there for GearFest. 
 

They are now adding about 70,000 new customers a month. There has been significant 
growth across all product categories, with the biggest increases being in pro audio, synthesizers, 
drums, guitars, and microphones. In 2017 they had $619 million in revenue, sold 107,000 
guitars, 700 students in the Sweetwater Academy, and 1132 employees. In 2018 they had $725 
million in revenue, sold 128,000 guitars, had 850 students, and 1531 employees. By the end of 
2019 they will have 1,550 employees, 500 of those being sales engineers. 

Sweetwater is now entering its 3rd phase of expansion and doubling in size again. They 
have always been concentrated in one location, but this time considered creating a facility in 
another state. In the end the tax incentives offered by Indiana and concerns Chuck had that they 
might not be able to maintain the same culture with its Midwestern values led to the decision to 
invest $76.4 million on the expansion of its 163-acre facility in Fort Wayne. By the end of 2020 



they will have added new space for product storage, gear testing and photography, offices, staff 
amenities, and customer pickup, along with 350,000 square feet of new warehouse space (shown 
in blue) and a 30,000 square foot event center. They will be creating 1000 new jobs in the next 
five years. 40% of their employees have been hired from outside the Ft. Wayne area. 

 
Start With Why 
 

In his book, Start With WHY? Simon Sinek asserts that top companies communicate 
WHY they want to be in business, followed by explaining HOW they do what they do, and 
finally WHAT they do. WHY is a purpose, cause, or belief. Sinek says that it must appeal to the 
non-verbal limbic center of the brain which is in charge of emotions. He says that people make 
their decisions based on non-verbal emotions and then their rational minds come up with good 
reasons for their decisions. Sweetwater Sound’s business practices can be viewed in the context 
of this model, and its success provides an example of a company that is line with Sinek’s 
principles. 

Sinek cites the example of Apple, since so many people are familiar with that story and 
brand. Apple started as part of the counter culture in 1976. The two founders, Steve Jobs and 
Steve Wozniak wanted to empower individuals. “There are monster computers lurking in big 
business and big government that know everything from what motels you've stayed at to how 
much money you have in the bank. But at Apple we're trying to balance the scales by giving 
individuals the kind of computer power once reserved for corporations.” Jobs said that computers 
were “bicycles for the mind” that could help advance humankind. Apple used to start with WHY 
before they talked about HOW they did things and WHAT they sold, unlike other computer 
companies that start by talking about the specs of their products and why they are better than the 
competition. This approach turns their products into commodities, which drives prices down. 
Starting with WHY helps companies find people who believe in the same things that they do. 
Those people turn into loyal customers who are willing to pay a higher price and/or put up with 
inconvenience. 

Jobs was fired in 1985 and invited back in 1997. When we returned he made it clear what 
Apple’s core value was when he introduced the “Think Different” campaign: 

 
“Our customers want to know who Apple is and what is it that we stand for. 
Where do we fit in this world? What we’re about isn’t making boxes for people to 
get their jobs done, although we do that well, we do that better than almost 
anybody in some cases. But Apple is about something more than that. Apple’s 
core value is that we believe that people with passion can change the world for the 
better. We’ve had the opportunity to work with people like that, with software 
developers and customers who have done it, in some big and some small ways. 
We believe that in this world people can change it for the better, and that those 
people that are crazy enough to think that they can change the world are the ones 
that actually do. And so, what we’re going to do in our first brand marketing 
campaign in several years is to get back to that core value. A lot of things have 
changed. The market’s a totally different place than it was a decade ago, and 
Apple’s totally different, and Apple’s place in it is totally different, the products, 
manufacturing, and distribution strategy are totally different, and we understand 



that. But core values shouldn’t change. The things that Apple believed in at its 
core are the same things that Apple stands for today.” 
 
Apple introduced the Macintosh computer in 1984. It was the first mass-market personal 

computer with an integrated graphical user interface and mouse. It was intuitive to use because 
you didn’t need to know a lot of text commands used in Bill Gates’ MS-DOS operating system 
that was used in the IBM PC. Jobs was a music lover, and Apple wanted to build products that 
they themselves would use. The iTunes store and iPods could put 1,000 songs in your pocket and 
moved the music business from albums to singles. The success of the iPod financed the 
development of the iPhone. 

 
WHY 

 
Chuck Surack started out as a touring musician. Like many Sweetwater employees, he 

remains an active performer, is two bands, and plays 100 shows a year. Sinek says that 
employees who understand WHY a company exists and believe in the same things work harder 
and stay on longer. In the careers section of the website Sweetwater explains its WHY for 
prospective employees: “Since 1979, we've helped music makers all across the world build their 
dreams. We are a team of gear heads who are committed to doing the right thing for our 
customers.” In interviews Surack explains the 2/3 of his employees are musicians themselves, 
and that he wanted to offer his friends the type of retail experience that he had always sought as a 
customer himself.  

My current research includes asking Sweetwater customers and staff WHY Sweetwater is 
in business, and what its core mission or value is. These are the type of responses I have gotten 
from employees: 

“Sweetwater started out as a remote recording studio using the gear in the lobby. Chuck 
is a gadget freak, has his own home studio, and is passionate about riding the technology wave 
that is stretching out into the future. It’s a company that offers superior customer service and 
satisfaction. Our motto is to ‘Do the Right Thing.’” 

“It’s all about passion for Chuck. All the different companies that he’s involved with, he 
only does the things he’s passionate about.” 

“I don’t know why Chuck made the company. You’d have to ask him. Maybe he’d speak 
to you as part of your research.” 

“We’re a company that sells musical equipment.” 
“We treat customers like friends.” 
This is the sort of thing that customers report: Customers typically say things like “I go 

back to them because of the follow up and service as much as anything.” Customers and 
employees I have talked to often mention the Sweetwater Difference. Some know HOW Chuck 
started out doing location recording in a van, but nobody could explain the WHY he started the 
business. Sweetwater is not following Sinek’s advice in their marketing, but do not seem to be 
suffering because of that, as they are growing steadily at 20% a year. The “Our Story” section of 
their website starts with “At Sweetwater, we have one single goal in mind: to make you a 
satisfied customer. That single focus, driven from every aspect of the company's operation, is the 
key to our ongoing success. If you're a satisfied customer, you'll come back to us when you have 
additional gear needs in the future, and you'll tell your friends about us. Then if we can make 
them satisfied customers, the cycle continues.” 



Seth Godin says you can’t market to the bulk of people in the center of a product 
adoption cycle since they ignore marketing messages. He says that instead you should try to 
reach the innovators and early adopters who are the only ones interested in new things, and then 
they will do your marketing and tell other people about it, leading to the adoption by the mass of 
consumers in the middle.  

 

 
Godin recommends trying to reach innovators and early adopters, and letting them communicate 

your message to the early and late majority. 
 

Apple doesn’t talk about their WHY much anymore, and Sweetwater is talking primarily 
about HOW they offer great customer service. Maybe WHY is only needed to connect with early 
adopters, when it can be communicated by the founder before they get too busy running a 
growing business. 

 
HOW 
 

HOW Sweetwater does business is expressed in the motto “Always do the right thing” 
expresses the guiding principle of how they run their business. Sales engineers make 80 phone 
calls a day to develop their individual 4,000 to 6,000 customer base with whom they are on 
friendly terms. The goal is to form personal relationships based on trust, loyalty, and expertise. 
Sales Engineers are knowledgeable and authentic, and provide unbiased recommendations. In 
every touch a customer has with the organization they talk to the same person, whose goal is to 
form a personal relationship based on trust, loyalty, and expertise Sales engineers are 
knowledgeable and authentic, and provide unbiased recommendations. Employees are expected 
to tell the truth and admit and fix any mistakes they make, and let customers know when they 
don’t have the answer to a question and then go get the information for them. 

I offer an open online course to help people prepare for the comprehensive knowledge 
exam (http://willshare.com/courses/mmp280). 40% is considered a good score. The textbook for 
the class is Sweetwater’s product catalog. In the summer we work through one product category 
per week. Once hired, employees go through an intensive 13-week training program called 
Sweetwater University, which they say is like a masters degree program in music retail products. 
There are 80 teachers and 300 classes, and they refer to the pace as “drinking from the fire hose”. 



Sweetwater spends more time training their employees than the average Guitar Center 
salesperson lasts on the job, and as a result has the best trained sales people in the industry. 

 
WHAT 

 
WHAT a company does is what ends up as the output seen by customers. Many of the 

services that Sweetwater supplies are a result of the principal of doing the right thing for staff 
and customers. The Sweetwater Difference of doing the right thing manifests in a number of 
ways, beginning with a conversation with a sales engineer to pick the right gear and ensuring that 
the order ships smoothly and is received with satisfaction. 

Their distribution center has more than 15,000 products and a million-dollar conveyer 
belt. Orders are filled with 99.9% accuracy, and since Sweetwater is centrally-located most 
orders include free FedEx shipping and arrive nearly anywhere in the U.S. in a matter of days. 
Most of their business is done online, but they also have a brick and mortar Music Store on site. 
It is fully loaded with demo studios, and has the Midwest’s most comprehensive selection of 
audio equipment and musical instruments.  

The Piano Showroom features Yamaha and Roland acoustic and digital pianos. 
Customers can sell their gear on consignment or trade it on for in-store credit in the Gear 
Exchange. 

Guitars go through a 55-point inspection before going on sale, so they often leave 
Sweetwater in better shape than they arrived in. Photographs are shot of nearly every guitar from 
multiple angles so that customers can see each individual instrument in the Guitar Gallery 
including the serial number so they know exactly which instrument they are getting.  

The Product Optimization department adds extra value like custom sound sets, 
preinstalling firmware updates, and other gear tweaks. Sweetwater sells its own Creation Station 
Computers - pro audio Windows PC audio production stations. Tech support free around the 
clock, including advice on system integration. Sweetwater has developed an online knowledge 
base called SweetCare with more than 10,000 articles.  

Instead of trying to get customers to purchase extended warranty coverage, Sweetwater 
automatically includes a free 2-year “Total Confidence Coverage” warranty with nearly every 
product. Most repairs are handled in-house. 

Sweetwater is also involved in education. They offer workshops and year-round master 
classes. 

The Performance Theatre has three sound systems: a 7.1 surround JBL system, individual 
jacks at each seat for headphones, and a virtual acoustics system with 80 speakers embedded in 
the walls. The Crescendo Club is an area in the dining room where employees and the public can 
perform.The Downbeat Diner offers restaurant quality food at cafeteria prices. The Crescendo 
Café next door offers ice cream, espresso, and baked goods. There is a Concierge Service that 
helps visitors, offers tours, and employee perks like dry cleaning and organizing family outings.  

There is a Health Clinic for employees and their families. A general practitioner is there 
to help with illnesses and provide annual checkups. No paperwork has to be filed with insurance 
companies. Employees and the public can get haircuts, manicures, and massage therapy at the 
Wavelengths Salon+Spa, and play free pool, virtual golf, and arcade games in the Game Area.  

A metal slide is a fun way to come down from the 2nd floor. The building is green and 
LEED certified. It includes locally-sourced recycled and rapidly renewable woods, natural light, 
water conservation, and a high-quality ventilation system. There is a personal trainer in the 



Fitness Center, and employees can enjoy the racquetball court. They can also check out video 
games and DVDs from the Video Lending Library.  

The 24,000 square foot Performance Pavillion was needed to provide a place where all 
employees could meet together. It is a covered performance venue that accommodates 3,500 
people and is also used for shows open to the community.  

Gear Fest takes place in June and is the largest open music trade show. It’s free and there 
are plenty of presentations and celebrities. 15,000 people turned out last year to see the products 
shown by hundreds of companies. You can even drop off your guitar when you arrive and pick it 
up at the end of the day with a new set of strings installed. They have recently opened an area for 
outdoor camping. 

 
WHAT ELSE 

 
Surack has donated to over 600 causes and serves on the boards of many non-profit 

organizations. Sweetwater has partnered heavily with the University of St. Francis and Purdue 
University Fort Wayne to establish new music technology programs. This year 45 students began 
taking classes in their new 8,000 square foot facility that includes a world-class studio, editing 
suites, and equipment library. Surack wants to help create jobs and has started the SweetFamily 
of Companies—11 brands based on the same principle of doing the right thing every time: 

 
• Sweetwater 
• Sweetwater Academy of Music & Technology - 30 teachers for instruments and 

recording giving individual and group lessons. There are also free acoustic jams and 
ukulele singalongs 

• Sweetwater Studios – a state of the art production house, designed by Russ Berger, and is 
staffed with producers, engineers, and session musicians 

• Mynett Music - a instrument service that supports school music programs 
• SweetCars – sale and detailing luxury, sport, and exotic cars 
• SweetHelicopters – Surack himself is a licensed pilot 
• SweetAviation - training and rental, insurance 
• Aviation Specialty Longe Optical - 5 locations offering optical services 
• Sweetwater Performance Pavilion 
• The Clyde Theatre - Chuck and Lisa Surack invested $9 million in the restoration of the 

Clyde Theatre, a standing music venue for 2,000 people. It does the right thing for 
touring musicians as well as audiences by offering a high-quality sound system, dressing 
rooms, and hospitality facilities 

 
Applying the Principles 
 

Sweetwater’s focus on doing the right thing can be applied to other businesses and to 
how you conduct yourself personally. 

I have begun with WHY in my syllabus and in the first day of class along with outlining 
the “big ideas” of the course before talking about learning outcomes, grading structure, and 
attendance policy. 


